
Small Notes 
by Jamie Yakes 

Series of 1950 "18/12" Specimens 
The "R" plate position on this specimen Series of 1950 $10 Federal Reserve Note indicates the 

note came from an 18-subject sheet. So does the back plate serial: Twelve-subject $10 back plate serials 
ended at 1437, so the 1801 on this note obviously 
falls in the 18-subject range. All Series of 1950 
notes printed for circulation, however, were printed 
on 12-subject sheets, so what's the deal? 

From the Treasury Secretary's annual report 
for 1952(1): "By the end of the fiscal year [June 30, 
1952], this new procedure had been introduced and 
printing was being performed on one face and one 
back press. The operation was carried as far as 
overprinting, since the present numbering 
equipment cannot be adapted readily to the size of 
an 18-subject sheet."  

The "new procedure" mentioned was the 
printing of currency notes using 18-subject face 

and back plates on flatbed printing presses. The increase in plate size had taken over a year to develop, 
and would bring beneficial improvements to currency production. Once routine, the number of notes 
printed using such plates would increase by 50 percent.   

A dilemma was that the Bureau of Engraving & Printing couldn't alter the rotary numbering and 
sealing presses used for 12-subject sheets to handle 18-subject sheets. They had ordered new rotary 
typographic presses for 18-subject sheets, but those wouldn't be delivered until 1954. 

To see the 18-subject sheets in finished form, the Bureau cut unnumbered sheets into 12-subject 
and 6-subject sheets, and then numbered the 12-subject sheets using 12-subject numbering presses!  

At least in this case, the 12-subject sheet comprised the twelve notes from the right of an 18-
subject sheet with plate positions G to R. Had the short sheet been cut with the twelve notes from the 
left, the plate positions would have been identical to the actual 12-subject sheets they were replacing. It 
would have taken a keen eye, then, to notice that the plate serials actually were from 18-subject plates 
even though the specimens had Series of 1950 overprints.  

The Treasury, of course, would use the Series of 1950A designation to identify the first Federal 
Reserve Notes printed and issued from 18-subject plates. 
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